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Tradition…

Circling things in red 
pen never made 
anyone better at 
SPAG.

“Literacy is everyone’s job.”

Yes, but we’re better at it, so we need to crush it.



If students are to have agency in their 
own lives, this is very important.

The bottom line: SPAG is critical
because weak SPAG is an immediate 
indicator that a writer is less credible.

20% of the mark for English Language GCSE



The problem with Spelling, 
Punctuation and 
Grammar…



SPAG Critical to EVERYTHING they will do as adults…

1 in 6 young people who leave school as 
NEET will be dead before they reach 25

The best pastoral care we can give our students, 
is to equip them with the SKILLS they need to get 
a job or go into further education and training…

“For those of us who sometimes console ourselves 
with the thought that education is not a matter of 
life and death, actually for those young people, for 
the most vulnerable children and young people in 
our society, it really is.”
- John Coles, Director for Schools for England at 
the Department for Children, Schools and Families 
(2009)

Something is only DRY and boring if there is no 
drive or momentum behind it.c

What am I doing? Why? What are my next steps? 
What progress am I making? Why does it matter?



‘Now, what I 
want is Facts. 
Teach these boys 
and girls 
nothing but 
Facts. Facts 
alone are 
wanted in life.’



Spelling

Punctuation

AND

Grammar

The less secure the knowledge, the less likely the brain is to 
encode and embed it for long term retention. There is no point 
in teaching vocabulary unless you also support students to know 
how to spell and pronounce those words. REGULAR spelling tests 
are a must.

Relatively simple to teach, but you must be 
tenacious in checking, feeding back and ensuring 
students are proof reading as a matter of habit.

Think about how all these things combine to create fluent, accurate, effective 
writing. They need ALL of them. Some of them are easy-ish fixes. Some are 
challenging and take time to develop secure knowledge and skill.

This is hard. Hard to understand and hard to teach. Subject 
knowledge needs to be secure. Consider what they already 
know, what you can do about the gaps, and what you can 
realistically do based on stage…



Spelling
Prep: map the vocabulary they need to learn: tier 2 and tier 3
1. Blind test
2. Reflection
3. Homework
4. Re-test
5. Reflect
REPEAT

Build from ‘spell’ to ‘spell and define’ to ‘spell, define and use in 
context’ to ‘spell, define and use in multiple contexts’ to ‘spell, 
define, use in multiple contexts and assess effectiveness.’



Spelling Test
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Spelling Test
1. amoral
2. treachery
3. antithesis
4. figurative
5. metaphorical
6. supernatural
7. foreboding
8. apparitions
9. trochaic tetrameter
10. vulnerable

ü Either tick or correct your spellings. If you 
have used a capital letter for something which is 

NOT a proper noun, it is WRONG!

I have 
completed a 

spelling test on 
key 

Shakespearean 
vocabulary.

Vocabulary is 
critically 

important to 
me because...

I am going to 
practise these 
spellings by...

I struggled 
with... 

because...

In this test I 
got... /10

Next time I will be 
asked to define 

these words AND 
put them in a 

sentence. I will 
prepare for this 

by...

Homework: Learn spellings, definitions 
and practise writing them accurately 
in sentences. Due Thursday 17th June



Punctuation
Many of the issues with punctuation are not about KNOWLEDGE. They 
know this stuff. It is taught in KS1 and KS2.
It’s about self-regulation.
Proof-reading should be an ingrained habit. Make time for it – ensure 
that students are trained in it. Make it an explicit part of your 
classroom expectations.
I do not mark work if it is obvious they haven’t proof read.
When I do mark work, I put a blue dot in the margin to show students 
where they need to make corrections, OR highlight the specific 
section, depending on student need.



• Student gets a SPAG target 
(stick into book)
• Every time they do a piece 
of work, they try to show that 
they are meeting their target.
• When the teacher or a peer 
reads their work, they 
especially look out for the 
target skill.
• When a student has 
completed three pieces of 
extended writing which 
demonstrate perfection (or 
close to it) they get a new 
target.

Credit to 
Appleton 

Academy English 
Team 2017



Feedback for SPAG...
Punctuation and Grammar Errors
Apostrophes:

its/it’s
your/you’re

This was much better on the whole than last time!

alot/a lot

past away = passed away

He has mental health
= He suffers with mental health issues

Don’t use a / between two similar words – just choose one of them! (e.g. water/sea)

Informality – don’t say things like ‘wanna’…

Challenge – can you find an example of these in your writing: fronted 
adverbial, subordinating conjunction, noun phrase 

Spelling Errors
despair
author
imply
afraid

rowing
paddling

This is a MUCH SMALLER 
LIST than last time!!!

Whole class 
feedback sheet 
– I write down 
all the common 
errors made by 
the class. They
go back 
through their 
own work and 
correct their 
SPAG.



Grammar



•Seneca Learning Grammar Course
•National Curriculum glossary: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/244216/English_Glossary.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/244216/English_Glossary.pdf


2019 Paper: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/803816/STA198213e_2019_ks2_English_GPS_Paper1_questions.pdf

Mark Scheme:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/803828/STA198215e_2019_ks2_English_GPS_Mark_schemes.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/803816/STA198213e_2019_ks2_English_GPS_Paper1_questions.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/803828/STA198215e_2019_ks2_English_GPS_Mark_schemes.pdf




You DO NOT need to know all this 
stuff by heart! Be humble. Look 
things up. Make grammar part of 
your prep when you teach a 
text...



Anaphoric reference



Fronted adverbials

She waited under the clock.



Fronted adverbials

She waited under the clock.

verb



Fronted adverbials

She waited patiently.

verb



Fronted adverbials

She waited patiently.

verb adverb
She waited under the clock.

verb adverbial



Fronted adverbials
She waited under the clock.

verb adverbial



Fronted adverbials
She waited under the clock.

verb adverbial

Under the clock, she waited.

verbadverbial



Modal verbs



Active/Passive verbs



Subordinating conjunction



Teaching grammar meaningfully
1. Initial instruction – clearly 

explain what it is.
2. Apply and consolidate new 

knowledge.
3. Deepen and refine 

knowledge over time. 
VARIATION.

RE
CA

LL



In the deep shade, at the farther end of the room, a 
figure ran backwards and forwards. What it was, 
whether beast or human being, one could not, at 
first sight, tell: it grovelled, seemingly, on all fours; 
it snatched and growled like some strange wild 
animal: but it was covered with clothing, and a 
quantity of dark, grizzled hair, wild as a mane, hid its 
head and face.



In the deep shade, at the farther end of the 
room, a figure ran backwards and forwards. 



In the deep shade, at the farther end of 
the room, a figure ran backwards and 
forwards. 
In the ADJECTIVE | NOUN, 

In the grand house, 



In the deep shade, at the farther end of 
the room, a figure ran backwards and 
forwards. 
In the ADJECTIVE | NOUN, at the COMPARATIVE 
ADJECTIVE of the NOUN, 

In the grand house, in the better part of town 



In the deep shade, at the farther end of 
the room, a figure ran backwards and 
forwards. 
In the ADJECTIVE | NOUN, at the COMPARATIVE 
ADJECTIVE of the NOUN, a NOUN | VERB | ADVERB and 
ADVERB.

In the grand house, in the better part of town, a girl 
repeated her scales again and again. 

SENTENCE THIEVES



LITERATURE – do it alongside texts 
– choose what is meaningful...



On another occasion, we got sent out
to tackle looters raiding a bank.
And one of them legs it up the road,
probably armed, possibly not.



On another occasion, we got sent out
to tackle looters raiding a bank.
And one of them legs it up the road,
probably armed, possibly not.

prepositional 
phrase

Armitage’s use of a prepositional phrase drops us 
immediately into the action. The narrator uses 
relaxed, conversational language and by stressing 
‘another’, it is clear that this is just one in a long 
series of horrific experiences.



1. Prep grammar alongside your text prep. If something 
looks interesting, look it up!

2. If you’re not able to find a clear answer anywhere 
else, Tweet it and tag @Team_English1 (or me) –
grammar nerds WILL help you!

3. Teach grammar by putting it into context – students 
LOVE learning fancy terminology

4. Reinforce that taught knowledge in the same way you 
would reinforce anything else – QUIZZING and recall 
activities. Put them into spelling tests, sentence 
labelling etc etc.

5. Don’t panic if you haven’t found any grammar to 
teach... It’s not ALWAYS fruitful.



How to access my sessions...
FUTURE CPD on Eventbrite

6th July: Giving effective feedback

bit.ly/FUNKYCPD
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FUTURE CPD on Eventbrite
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How to access my sessions...
FUTURE CPD on Eventbrite

6th July: Giving effective feedback

bit.ly/FUNKYCPD



How to access my sessions...
PAST sessions on VIMEO
Ø Rent sessions for 3 months
OR 
Ø Get a department subscription with unlimited 
access to all my resources for your whole team

bit.ly/FUNKYSTREAMING

bit.ly/FUNKYVIMEO
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